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1. J udge the following statements are correct (0 ) or incorrect (X ): (1 0%) 

(吋 All spont血切凶 (natural) processes are ÌITeversible. 

(b) Considering the urnverse as an isolated system, its entropy remained constant because no heat was 

input or rele倡“-
(c) It is impossible to convert heat to work completely for any cyclic processes 

(d削咖W叭(恥 a sta扭叫a臼伽1盯叫r

(納e吋) At 1 atm and 1 2切Ooc ， t伽h加e Gibbs energy of 1陶1呵q耶u山lid water is smaller than t伽h悅e Oi出bbs energy of wat怕er-

vapor. 
2. Calculate the most probable speed, root-mean-square speed, mean free path, collision frequency, 

and collision densi ty of ni甘ogen molecules at 300K and 1 bar based Oll the assumption of ideal 

伊. (i.e. co山síon diameter ofN2 = 3.74 x 1 。一 1 0 m) (1 5%) 
3. S uppose that 也e reaction A + B = Y 十 Z i8 believed to occur accordìng to the mechanism 

b 
A 它 X

k、
文 +B 一二~Y+Z

Apply the steady旬state treatment to obtain an expression for the reaction rate. (15%) 

4. The pH may be mea8ured with a hydrogen electrode connected with a calomel electrode through 

a salt bridge. If the cell expression is 

凹， H2(l b缸) I W( a
H
.):= cr(satu叫ed) I H~Clz(s) I Hg 

and EO 三 0.2412 V for the calomel electrode Cnsaturated) I Hg2Clz(s) I Hg at 鈞。C (a) Write 

the half-cell reactions and cell reaction. (b) Derive the relationship between pH and E, ìgnoring 

出e liquidjunction poten世a1. (1 5%) 

5. One mole ofideal gas was compressed isoth.ennally at 300 K 仕om 1 b缸 to 10 bar against a constant 
press叮e of 10 bar. Calculate the q間 ， Wm ， ð...丸 ， 在Am' ð.Gm. (1 5%) 

6. Detennine the nwnber of degrees of freedom for the following systems? 

(a) CaC03(s) in equilibrium with CaO(s) and CO2(g). (3%) 

(b) NH4Cl(s) is al lowed to dissociate to NH3(g) and HCl(g) unti l equilibrium is reached. (3%) 

(c) A solution ofpotassium chloride and sodiurn cbloride at 298 K and 1 atm. (3%) 
(d) The region between the bubble point surface and the dew point surface in the 

P-T-composition diagram for a two-component system. (3%) 

(的 CO(g) ， C02(g), H2(g), and CH4(g) in equilibriwn in the gas phase. (5%) 

7. Describe the foUowing tenns or answer the questions: 

(a) 1s the vapor pressure of a spherical droplet l aτger or smaller 出an that of a planar hquid? Why? 

(3%) 

(b) The molar conductivity of hydrogen ions in water is mucb higher than otber ions. '^月1y?

(3%) 
(c) Retrograde condensation (3%) 

(d) 明月1en the pressure is reduced, the b.p . and m.p. of water increase 0τ decrease? Explain them 

according to a plot of Oibbs energy vs. temperature. (4%) 
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